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ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Estimating the Arterial Input Function
From Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced MRI

Data With Compensation for Flow
Enhancement (II): Applications in Spine
Diagnostics and Assessment of Crohn’s

Disease

Jeroen J.N. van Schie, PhD,1 Cristina Lavini, PhD,2 Lucas J. van Vliet, PhD,1

Gem Kramer, MD,3 Indra Pieters - van den Bos, MD, PhD,3 J.T. Marcus, PhD,3

Jaap Stoker, MD, PhD,2 and Frans M. Vos, PhD1,2*

Background: Pharmacokinetic (PK) models can describe microvascular density and integrity. An essential component of
PK models is the arterial input function (AIF) representing the time-dependent concentration of contrast agent (CA) in
the blood plasma supplied to a tissue.
Purpose/Hypothesis: To evaluate a novel method for subject-specific AIF estimation that takes inflow effects into
account.
Study Type: Retrospective study.
Subjects: Thirteen clinical patients referred for spine-related complaints; 21 patients from a study into luminal Crohn’s
disease with known Crohn’s Disease Endoscopic Index of Severity (CDEIS).
Field Strength/Sequence: Dynamic fast spoiled gradient echo (FSPGR) at 3T.
Assessment: A population-averaged AIF, AIFs derived from distally placed regions of interest (ROIs), and the new AIF
method were applied. Tofts’ PK model parameters (including vp and Ktrans) obtained with the three AIFs were com-
pared. In the Crohn’s patients Ktrans was correlated to CDEIS.
Statistical Tests: The median values of the PK model parameters from the three methods were compared using a
Mann–Whitney U-test. The associated variances were statistically assessed by the Brown-Forsythe test. Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient was computed to test the correlation of Ktrans to CDEIS.
Results: The median vp was significantly larger when using the distal ROI approach, compared to the two other meth-
ods (P < 0.05 for both comparisons, in both applications). Also, the variances in vp were significantly larger with the
ROI approach (P < 0.05 for all comparisons). In the Crohn’s disease study, the estimated Ktrans parameter correlated
better with the CDEIS (r 5 0.733, P < 0.001) when the proposed AIF was used, compared to AIFs from the distal ROI
method (r 5 0.429, P 5 0.067) or the population-averaged AIF (r 5 0.567, P 5 0.011).
Data Conclusion: The proposed method yielded realistic PK model parameters and improved the correlation of the
Ktrans parameter with CDEIS, compared to existing approaches.
Level of Evidence: 3
Technical Efficacy: Stage 1
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Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging

(DCE-MRI) is an important imaging technique with a

wide range of applications. It can be used to study physio-

logical processes involving tissue perfusion in qualitative1,2

and quantitative3,4 ways. Several pharmacokinetic (PK)

models are available to quantitatively estimate parameters

describing microvascular density and integrity.5 An essential

component of PK models is the arterial input function

(AIF). The AIF represents the time-dependent concentration

of contrast agent (CA) in the blood plasma supplied to the

tissue of interest. A correct representation of the AIF is

essential for accurate estimation of the PK model

parameters.

The AIF is usually obtained by either measuring the

concentration from the DCE-MRI data directly, or by using

a population-averaged, parametrized model from the litera-

ture.6 When measuring the AIF from the DCE-MRI data,

either the full nonlinear relationship between the CA con-

centration and the MRI signal in an artery close to the tis-

sue of interest is used,7 or a simplified linear approximation

is adopted.3,8 Generally speaking, a more accurate AIF leads

to a more accurate PK analysis.9,10

DCE-MRI often uses a fast spoiled gradient echo

(FSPGR) sequence, for which a theoretic relationship exists

between the CA concentration and the signal enhancement,

under the assumption that the magnetization after the

repeated application of RF pulses is in a steady state.11,12 In

the case of flowing spins, such as in arterial blood, the

assumption of steady state may not hold, as freshly inflow-

ing spins have not received sufficient RF pulses to reach

steady state. This effect is particularly evident upstream in

larger arteries, where it manifests by a diminished enhance-

ment. This inflow effect introduces a significant bias in the

estimation of the AIF, if not accounted for.13 The influence

of flow may be reduced by estimating the AIF in a region

distal from the entry point of an artery into the field of

view (FOV), yet this may not be sufficient.

We developed an AIF estimation method that models

the spin dynamics during the transient state of an FSPGR

sequence after contrast agent injection (see Supplementary

Material I).

This study aimed to evaluate this novel method in

vivo that takes inflow effects into account.

Materials and Methods

Theory
The theoretical treatment of the flow correction estimation method

is explained in Supplementary Materials I.

Patients
Two separate datasets were used for evaluation purposes. The first

dataset was obtained from 13 clinical patients who were referred

for an MRI using a contrast agent for variety of spine-related

complaints. All these patients were consecutively included in the

frame of a DCE-MRI protocol optimization study. The second

dataset was from 21 consecutive patients from a recently concluded

prospective study into luminal Crohn’s disease. Ileocolonoscopy

was performed within 2 weeks of the MRI scan by a gastroenterol-

ogist. The endoscopist applied the Crohn’s Disease Endoscopic

Index of Severity (CDEIS) to assess endoscopic disease activity.

The local Medical Ethics Committee approved both studies. All

patients had given informed consent to usage of their data.

MRI Acquisition Protocols
DCE-MR imaging was performed with FSPGR sequences on two

3.0T scanners in two different medical centers (VUMC Amsterdam

and AMC Amsterdam): Philips Ingenuity for the spine patients

and Philips Ingenia for the Crohn’s patients (both scanners were

from Philips, Best, The Netherlands). Care was taken that the

descending aorta was clearly visible in all acquired data.

In the first dataset, the scans were made with a range of set-

tings, to explore the method’s ability to obtain an AIF under vari-

ous conditions. The scan parameters of the 3D acquisition were:

sagittal orientation, matrix size: 256 3 256 3 (4–6) voxels, FOV:

320 3 320 3 (16.0–22.5) mm3, TR 5 (3.2–4.3) msec, TE 5 (1.4–

2.7) msec, a 5 (10–15) degrees, no partial Fourier, no parallel

imaging excepting one case, temporal resolutions of (4.26–7.51)

seconds, for a total scan time of (213–376) seconds ([50–70] vol-

umes). After �30 seconds, a bolus injection of gadoterate meglu-

mine (Dotarem 0.5 mmol/ml; Guerbet; Roissy; France) was

administered intravenously, at a rate of 3 ml/s, for a total dose of

0.1 mmol/kg body mass, followed by a 20-ml saline flush at a rate

of 5 ml/s.

In the second dataset, all scans were made with identical set-

tings (coronal orientation, matrix size: 224 3 224 3 20 voxels,

FOV: 400 3 400 3 50 mm3, TR 5 2.86 msec, TE 5 1.80 msec,

a 5 158, no partial Fourier, no parallel imaging) with a temporal

resolution of 1.27 seconds, for a total scan time of 381 seconds

(300 volumes). After �1 minute, a bolus injection of gadobutrol

(Gadovist 1.0 mmol/ml; Schering, Berlin, Germany) was adminis-

tered intravenously, at a rate of 5 ml/s, for a total dose of 0.1

mmol/kg body mass, followed by a saline flush.

Artery Selection and AIF Estimation
The first step in estimating the AIF from a DCE-MRI dataset was

to segment the aorta and iliac arteries. In the first dataset, the

lower temporal resolution and higher degree of noise necessitated a

manual segmentation. This was done by delineating regions

through manually drawn polygons. In the second dataset, an auto-

matic segmentation method was applied. This automatic segmenta-

tion method was based on an empiric approach relying on two

properties of the data: the time to peak is relatively short, and

there is a marked change in intensity. The segmentation method is

described in detail in Supplementary Material II.

Next, a signal-ratio curve was computed in each voxel from

the segmented region, by dividing the measured signal by the aver-

age precontrast signal (see Supplementary Material II). From each

signal-ratio curve, the corresponding number of pulses n was com-

puted, and, with the number of pulses known, time–concentration
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curves (TCCs) were computed. (See Supplementary Material I, or

Part I of this article.)

After all the TCCs were computed, they were aligned with

each other based on the estimated time shift (see Supplementary

Material II), while using linear interpolation. Since the distribu-

tion of the estimated concentrations at a given timepoint is

skewed, the mode of the data at each timepoint was chosen as the

best estimate for the concentration. The mode was computed

using a mean-shift procedure with a Gaussian kernel.14 Further-

more, the full width at half maximum was chosen as the measure

of uncertainty.

The proposed method was compared to an approach in

which a TCC was computed from a small, manually drawn region

of interest (ROI) in the iliac artery, distal from the entry point of

the aorta into the FOV. The concentration was computed from the

MRI signal in these ROIs while assuming an infinite number of

pulses, as is done traditionally.13 Furthermore, the AIF from the

proposed method was compared to the population averaged,

parameterized AIF presented by Orton et al.15

Pharmacokinetic Analysis
For each DCE-MRI acquisition of the first dataset, an ROI was

manually drawn inside vertebra considered healthy by a radiologist

(I.P., 10 years of experience). From these ROIs, time intensity

curves (TICs) were extracted and averaged. These TICs were then

converted to TCCs, using the same method as described above,

but setting the number of pulses to infinity. This is allowed, since

the ROIs were constantly inside the FOV, and the magnetization

was therefore in the steady state. The T10 time of the bone tissue

was set to 586 msec.16

For each acquisition of the second dataset, the volumes at

each timepoint were registered to each other using the method of

Li et al,17 to compensate for motion of the tissue. Subsequently,

regions presenting active Crohn’s disease were identified by an

expert abdominal radiologist (J.S.). The presence of active Crohn’s

disease was based on other available MRI sequences. A research fel-

low delineated each such region as instructed by the radiologist.

TICs were extracted from these ROIs, averaged, and converted to

TCCs. In the absence of a literature value for the T10-time of

bowel tissue, the T10-time was set to 700 msec.

The PK properties of the investigated tissues were deter-

mined using Tofts’ extended two-compartment PK model.5 Here,

the tissue concentration is modeled as a function of the plasma

concentration Cp 5 AIF/(1 – Hct), as well as the volume fractions

of plasma (vp), interstitial space (ve), and the transfer rate coeffi-

cient (kep). These factors were estimated numerically by fitting

Tofts’ model to the measured TCC in the tissue, using least-

squares regression. The hematocrit value Hct was set to 0.42. The

FIGURE 1: Maximum intensity projections of n-maps in the sagittal direction of two subjects from the spine study. The arteries
were segmented manually.

FIGURE 2: AIFs of two subjects of the spine study, obtained with the proposed method (red), also showing the associated full-
width at half-maximum intervals (yellow). AIFs obtained with the distal ROI method (magenta) and Orton’s population-averaged
AIF (green) are plotted for comparison.
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procedure was performed for the patients of both datasets, with

AIFs obtained using all three methods described. The root mean

square errors (RMSEs) of the fits averaged over all patients were

compared to assess the appropriateness of the methods. This was

done using Student’s t-test. The median values of the PK model

parameters obtained with the three methods were compared using

a Mann–Whitney U-test. The associated variances were statistically

assessed by the Brown-Forsythe test. Finally, the volume transfer

coefficients Ktrans 5 ve�kep were computed for the patients of the

second dataset, and compared to the CDEIS score of each patient.

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was computed for each AIF

extraction method, as an indirect, quantitative measure of the use-

fulness of the methods. P < 0.05 was considered statistically signif-

icant in all the statistical tests.

Results

Results From the Spine Data
In the dataset of the 13 spine patients, the quality of the

arterial signal was very heterogeneous, ranging from TICs

with a pronounced peak to others with an almost invisible

peak. These acquisitions were processed according to the

proposed method. The estimated number of pulses in each

segmented voxel was mapped back into a volume to pro-

duce an ’n-map’ of each dataset. Maximum intensity projec-

tions along the sagittal direction of two representative n-

maps are shown in Fig. 1. Note that the number of pulses

increases from top to bottom, corresponding to the direc-

tion of the blood flow.

FIGURE 3: Fits of modeled time–concentration curves (red) to the measured time–concentration curves (blue) in vertebra of sub-
jects of the spine study. The results of two subjects are shown columnwise. AIFs obtained with the proposed method (top row),
distal ROI method (middle row), and population-average method (bottom row) were used as input to the PK model.

FIGURE 4: Boxplots showing the distributions of estimated PK parameters. The red lines represent the medians while the blue
boxes reflect the 25th to 75th percentile ranges; whiskers extend to the most extreme value inside 1.5 times the interquartile
range; values outside these ranges are indicated as individual points.
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Two representative modal AIFs, estimated using the

two n-maps of Fig. 1, are shown in Fig. 2. Also, the AIFs

estimated using the ROI method (assuming infinite pulses),

as well as Orton et al’s population-averaged AIF, is shown in

the same graphs.

The AIFs were used in the fitting of Tofts’ model to

the TCCs in the bone marrow. The results of using the

AIFs of the three methods as input is shown in Fig. 3. No

significant differences were found between the average

RMSEs of the three AIF estimation methods (P > 0.05).

The distributions of the estimated PK parameters of all sub-

jects in this dataset are shown as a boxplot in Fig. 4. There

was a significantly larger variance in the estimations of all

four parameters by means of the distal ROI method, com-

pared to the other methods (P < 0.05 for all comparisons).

Furthermore, the distal ROI approach yielded unrealistic

estimations (ve > 1) in several cases.

Results From the Crohn’s Disease Data
Maximum intensity projections in the coronal direction of

the computed n-maps of two representative patients are

shown in Fig. 5. The modal AIFs corresponding to the n-

maps of Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6. The AIFs estimated

with the distal ROI method and the population-averaged

AIF are also shown for comparison.

Fitting of the Tofts’ model to the TCCs of bowel tissue

in two subjects of the Crohn’s disease data, using AIFs

obtained with each of the three methods, is shown in Fig. 7.

The differences in average RMSE between the three methods

are not significant (P > 0.49). The distributions of the esti-

mated PK parameters of all subjects in this dataset are shown

as a boxplot in Fig. 8. There was a significantly higher median

and larger variance in the estimations of vp by means of the

distal ROI method, compared to the other methods (P <

0.05 in all comparisons).

Further results of the PK analysis are shown in Fig. 9.

Here the estimated Ktrans parameters are plotted against the

CDEIS scores, for each of the three methods. Linear fits are

drawn with red lines. CDEIS scores were unavailable for

two subjects because the affected area could not be inspected

by the gastroenterologist due to strictures in the bowel.

Hence, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients were

computed for N 5 19 subjects. A strong correlation of

r 5 0.733 (P < 0.001) was found when using the proposed

method using an inflow-corrected AIF, while moderate cor-

relations were found for the method using an AIF from a

FIGURE 5: Crohn’s patients study, coronal acquisition. Maximum intensity projections of n-maps of two representative datasets,
showing the estimated number pulses in the segmented voxels. The segmentations were done automatically.

FIGURE 6: Two estimated AIFs determined for the same patients as in Fig. 5. Red: Modal estimated AIF; Yellow: Full-width at
half-maximum; Green: Orton’s population-average AIF; Magenta: AIF estimated with the distal ROI method.
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manually drawn ROI (r 5 0.429, P 5 0.067) and the popu-

lation averaged AIF (r 5 0.567, P 5 0.011).

Discussion

The results of this patient study show that the proposed

method can estimate AIFs from DCE-MRI scans with a

variety of scan settings, even when inflow effects are severe.

The reconstructed bolus peaks were clearly visible, and

resemble those of the population-averaged AIF. This resem-

blance is expected, since the estimation of the number of

pulses in each voxel relies on the area under the bolus peak,

which is constrained to that of the population average.

The three AIFs extracted in different ways produced

equally good fits of the PK models, but different model

parameters. This underlines the importance of a correct AIF

estimation procedure. While the AIFs obtained from a distal

part of the aorta yielded unrealistic parameters, this was not

the case with our approach. Unfortunately, the absence of a

gold standard for AIF and K model estimation hinders the

interpretation of the extracted parameters.

In both patient studies, the concentrations in the slowly

decaying part of the AIFs (the “tails”), as estimated with the

proposed method, were slightly higher than those estimated

with the other two methods. This is a result of the constraint

imposed on the area under the bolus peak in the estimation of

the number of pulses. The effect can be especially recognized

in signal-ratio curves presenting a low bolus peak. Implicitly,

the low bolus peak is assumed to be caused by the inflow

FIGURE 7: Tofts’ model fitted to the measured time–concentration curves of two subjects of the Crohn’s disease study. Measured
(blue) and modeled (red) time–concentration curves in bowel tissue, using AIFs from the proposed (top), distal ROI (middle), and
population-averaged (bottom) methods.

FIGURE 8: Boxplots showing the distributions of estimated PK parameters. The red lines represent the medians while the blue
boxes reflect the 25th to 75th percentile ranges; whiskers extend to the most extreme value inside 1.5 times the interquartile
range; values outside these ranges are indicated as individual points.
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effect, and accordingly, the estimated number of pulses will be

low. This leads to a higher estimated concentration in both

the peak and the tail. Still, the theoretical signal ratio for the

estimated concentrations at any given timepoint matched the

measured signal ratios in the artery, which means that the esti-

mated concentration is accurate.

Crohn’s disease is associated with altered vasculariza-

tion.18 As such, the Ktrans parameter might reflect an impor-

tant aspect of the pathology. However, the disease has a very

complex etiology. Ktrans could contribute to the characteriza-

tion of the disease, in combination with other parameters.

Importantly, Ktrans is a physical property of a tissue’s

microstructure. It is calculated based on the inflowing contrast

agent concentration, which is (in turn) computed based on

the tissue’s T1 value. A careful calibration of a tissue’s T1 value

(for instance, by performing a Look–Locker sequence19 could

facilitate its standardization across different scanners, and

hence clinical centers. The improved correlation between

CDEIS and the Ktrans extracted with the proposed technique

may suggest that it enables better assessment of Crohn’s dis-

ease severity compared to the other AIF methods.

While it is recognized that a patient-specific AIF

improves the quality of PK model analysis,20,21 obtaining a

reliable AIF remains a challenge. Factors such as incomplete

signal saturation due to flow or T�2 decay can result in a

reduced magnitude of the first AIF peak.22,23 It is well

known that this effect depends on the location where the

artery is sampled with respect to the imaging volume.20,24

In the aorta, where flow is significant and high concentra-

tions of Gd prevail, the first-pass peak can disappear

altogether.25,26

Alternative methods that correct for flow include the

reference region model AIF27 or the phase-based AIF

approach.28 Our method is different in that it specifically

addresses the flow and T�2 saturation artifacts. Its reliance on

a priori knowledge (in our case the assumption on the shape

and area under the curve of the AIF) is a common feature

of many correction and AIF estimation models. Other

examples are in the angulation of the phase-based AIF28

and the (muscle) PKM parameters in the reference region

model.27

Recently, Wang et al23 pointed out how a low dosage

of Gd can effectively produce an AIF showing a clear peak,

as a result of the lower T�2 reduction. A possible further

development of our method would be to apply it to low-

dose AIF, as this could help separate T�2 effects from flow

effects

A limitation of the proposed method is its dependence

on the presence of a bolus peak. If the bolus peak is entirely

not visible in the original DCE-MRI data, the number of

pulses, and therefore the AIF, cannot be estimated reliably.

In that case, it becomes impossible to precisely estimate the

model parameters, such as the position of the bolus peak.

This may occur, for example, when the temporal resolution

is too low, and the bolus peak occurs between two time-

points. Furthermore, the method relies on a proper segmen-

tation of the artery. If the automated segmentation method

wrongly includes regions outside the artery, the estimated

TCCs at these locations may be unreliable. This is because

the bolus peak becomes less well visible if a constant signal

is mixed with the true AIF signal. A manual segmentation

could be helpful in some cases, although this might not be

desirable.

Some limitations of our experiment in the Crohn’s dis-

ease data relate to the limited number of patients and the

annotation by one radiologist. As such, the outcome should

be considered an indication of the improved reliability of

our method compared to the conventional approaches. Also,

we have not addressed the problem of incomplete spoiling,

and incorrect RF as done by Garpebring et al,13 or by B1

inhomogeneity or partial volume effects.29 It possible that

inclusion of this effect might change our results.

Finally, the most important limitation is the lack of a

reference standard. Obtaining a true TCC of contrast agent

FIGURE 9: Result of the pharmacokinetic analyses of the second dataset. Ktrans is plotted against the CDEIS score. Left: proposed
method. Middle: ROI method. Right: population average method. The red lines are linear fits.
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in flowing blood under realistic measurement circumstances

is a highly complex, still unsolved issue.

In conclusion, we applied a new subject-specific AIF

estimation method to two patient cohorts in order to study

the merit of correcting for flow enhancement. With the

spine dataset, we demonstrated that our approach resulted

in realistic PK model parameters, while applying a range of

scan settings. Using the Crohn’s disease dataset, we showed

that our method facilitates significant correlation of Ktrans

with CDEIS. What’s more, our subject-specific approach

yielded significantly higher correlation than a method rely-

ing on a population-average AIF. Other applications of PK

modeling may also benefit from our method.
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